
The ComSource Difference
We serve clients with the utmost dedication by cutting through the noise to find products 
and design solutions that empower your business. Our vendor certified staff has a passion for 
technology, and adds such significant value that our customers stay with us for decades, and take 
us with them when they change roles.

About ComSource
• Headquartered in Upstate New York.
• Hundreds of satisfied customers in all  50 states.
• Best-in-class customer service, leading  edge technology backed by vendor certification.

NETWORKING
Create a Solid Platform to Enable Innovation

First-In-Class Network through ComSource Wired and Wireless Solutions
Today’s workforce demands they always be connected. Regardless of industry or role, 
employees are progressively becoming more mobile and require connectivity across devices 
and media of all forms. 
Allow ComSource experts to design and build you a complete networking infrastructure 
delivering unmatched performance that seamlessly and securely integrates data, voice and 
video together to:

• Support business applications on any device, from any location.
• Enable your workforce to be effective and efficient in the office, or remotely.
• Promote growth through a flexible work environment with high quality of service.

FlexJobs reports that 
over 68% of United States 
workers expect to work 
remotely in the future, 
instead of commuting to an 
office every day.

Your network is the backbone upon which all business operations rely. In order to stay 
competitive, your team requires a reliable, superior networking experience to ensure they 
all stay connected. Let ComSource show you how to use your network to gain a competitive 
advantage.

Data from Global Workplace 
Analytics indicates the 
number of telecommuting 
workers has increased 115% 
in the last 10 years.



Access Points
Extend access to your network, providing 
freedom and flexibility to your team 
without sacrificing security or reliability of 
your data access. 

Unified Wireless
Our experts can improve the productivity 
of your employees by providing them the 
ability to interact with clients, peers and 
management from virtually any location 
through a unified wireless network. 

Whether it’s a phone call, instant message, 
video conference or email, you can have full 
access to your business network using any 
internet connection, securely and reliably. 

 

Use your network as a strategic asset 
which unifies your workforce so it fosters 
teamwork, growth and synergy.

Minimize loss and quickly mitigate any 
breach with the help of our security 
response team.

Switching
Switches are required to establish a 
network, allowing devices to communicate. 
Our platforms offer agility to accommodate 
changes in your business. We use secure 
and compliant devices that leverage 
resources efficiently and reduce overall 
energy costs.

Routing
Routers exchange data between networks 
using the best path. Our specialists 
only deploy routers that are optimized 
for performance, to deliver secure, 
reliable, quality communications without 
interruption.

Infrastructure
Our end-to-end infrastructure solutions 
can help automate management of 
daily tasks associated with the network, 
such as performance monitoring, traffic 
optimization, and intrusion detection. 

NETWORKING


